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Category:Hindu stories Category:Mahabharata Category:Epic poems Category:Fictional depictions of Krishna in literature
Category:Indian poems Category:Fictional characters based on real peopleQ: Writing an iterator which performs interpolation

with boost::ieee754? I'm trying to work with the boost::ieee754 library for several hours now. I need to be able to do some
complex interpolations in floating point. I know one has to write a custom class to perform these interpolations but I'd prefer not

to. So far I've tried writing my own class that implements a simple integer interpolation, but I'd like to try to see if I could use
boost::ieee754 for this. So far I've seen two functions: exp(), and exp10(). exp() is the typical log10 function, but it's on a base
of 2. And exp10() I'm not sure what it does. I'd like to interpolate between two different floating point numbers, though. How

do I go about this? A: I see that you're asking for help with how to use boost::ieee754, in which case you have my sympathies, as
the documentation is pretty sparse, and the examples given are so cryptic they don't provide much use at all. Nevertheless, here
is some code that works for me: #include #include #include #include #include #include struct ieee754_conv { // from &to are

the IEEE 754 floats. template struct apply { typedef float_type type; }; }; template struct idt{}; template
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